Guide for Parents/Guardians
English
Word Wizard- pg.85, 86, 87 and 88.
Spelling made fun- List 29 on page 62. As I have said before I do not
expect you to give a test, it is up to each parent on what they feel it is
an appropriate amount of work. However, it is beneficial to do the
activities to become familiar with the word patterns.
Reading
DEAR time- Drop everything and read! Try to read for 15 minutes a day.
I would love to hear about the books you are reading! 
I have uploaded a PDF of the BFG on the website with an audio link of
me reading chapter 5 and the children can follow along to the words as
I read. For this week they could read Chapter 6 called “The Giants”
independently.
Oral Language (for over the next two weeks)
I have set a grid on one of the pages below with topics that the
children can debate orally and sentences they can practice using for
their persuasive writing.
The children can argue the topics with you or their siblings. One person
has to be for and the other person has to be against. Try to get the
children to argue for the side they don’t believe is true. Any good
debater can persuade you of both sides so it is good practice!
Writing
Cursive handwriting practice- Practice a page of your handwriting.
Persuasive writing- we use persuasive writing to share our point of
view with others. We want the readers to agree with us so we have to
try and persuade them.
Write out your full persuasive argument for why water pollution is
harmful. I have attached a template below for the layout of the full
report.
Free writing (if you have extra time!)
Make it Monday- Make up an acrostic poem with the word FISH.
Tell me Tuesday- Tell me all you know about Water Safety.
Weigh in Wednesday- Do you think everyone should take swimming
lessons?
Once upon a Thursday- Tell me a story about how you survived a
shipwreck.
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Maths
This week we are looking at the topic of Area.
Planet maths- We will be looking at Area for the first time this year
on pages 138-141. The activities are outlined on the timetable.
Maths Videos- I have made a Maths video which talks about Area
and I have a worksheet below for the children to complete after
the watch the video.
Mental Maths tasks- If you are finished maths early this week I
have included the maths task that can be done daily or at the end
of the week.
Times Tables- we will be revising over our 3 and 6 times tables. The
children can use Topmarks website to practice. Also, if you have a
deck of cards you could also get the child to pick a card and
multiply it by 3 and 6.
Gaeilge
Ceartlitriú- I would like the children to complete the rest of the
unit on page 21 and activities on pg.23, we are looking at
caitheamh aimsire this week- Past times. Pg.27+28 are revision.
If they can draw a picture of the rest of their words from their
books and draw a small picture beside them to help them with the
meaning.
Caitheamh Aimsire- I have made a PowerPoint to help the children
learn about different past times and write some sentences about
it.
Read the story Club Leabhar” and answer the questions. I have
also attached an audio link of me reading the story for the children
to listen to and read out loud themselves afterwards to practice
their oral Irish.
(The audio link is under the Irish tab on the website not on this
document.) With the questions, the children just need to find the
correct sentence from the text and write it in their copy.
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SESEScience/Geography- The Water Cycle- Watch the video on the
Water Cycle (link below and on the website) to learn about the
different stages and design the Ziploc bag water cycle shown below
and watch a mini water cycle.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5gFI3pMvoI
History- Refer to last weeks document.
Art/Drama

Art- The children can create a marble effect on a piece of paper by
following the instructions below.
They can then draw an under water photo on top. They can cut the
marble sheet into a sea animal or use it as a background. I have
included a sample below.
Drama- Refer to last weeks document.

Music
Refer to last weeks document.
Religion
Refer to last weeks document.
SPHE

Water Safety- This is a fun book to help teach the children about
Water Safety. Once they have read the book that is linked here:
https://online.flowpaper.com/7efd0784/PAWS3ENGLISHWEB/#pag
e=1
They can play the games afterwards to facilitate their learning.
Linked here below:

http://paws.edco.ie/third-and-fourth-classes/
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Art- Marble Art
Ingredients:
Shaving foam
Food colouring
Paper
Tray/plate
Instructions:
1.Spray shaving cream onto a tray or plate.
2.Level out shaving cream with spatula or spoon.
3.Squirt food colouring onto surface of shaving cream.
4.Swirl designs into your shaving cream with toothpick or straw.
5.Lay paper down and pat it gently so all of paper is covered on
underside with shaving cream/paint.
6.Gently pull off paper and lay down with shaving cream side up.
7.Scrape off shaving cream with ruler and let dry.
Here is a sample of work the children can do with their marble
paper.

Maths video- Area
Design your dream house. You can design two stories if
you want.

Maths video- Area

Maths video- Area (Example)
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